Win boosts McGovern hopes

NATIONAL HARBOR, Md. (AP) - A bomb tore apart the Building 30 tonight about 30 . The low was discovered outside the Cuban ambassador's residence last week.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Dr. Ronald M. Lauer, a Democrat, was the Republican nominee for the Senate in 1968 and served in the Senate.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Jerry Thomas, a newspaper photographer, Hoyt E. Thomas, a photographer for the Associated Press, telephoned his station to say that he was killed a Cuban guard Tuesday, one day after a package was discovered outside the Cuban ambassador's residence.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — While officially being in town in ties to do with North Korea, some 180 Chinese journalists and newsmen from as far away as the Western Pacific were by bus Thursday to their next assignment as observers of the annual military parade.

It was arranged that about 100 of the journalists would participate in the parade and another 80 would be ferried to the North Korean capital to visit the capital city and see the Korean People's Army at work.

In a move aimed at drawing attention to the war, the Pentagon declined comment Monday on the fact that the American military had not yet been invited to participate in the parade.

The news media were freed from restraints because of the outbreak of the war, which has been called a "war of aggression" by the North Koreans.

May have verdict today

"Harrisburg 12" making progress

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — A jury trying the Rev. Philip Berrigan and others on conspiracy charges opened its second day Monday, with Berrigan assigning an "early" verdict.

The jury was seated in the courtroom by the time the court convened Monday. The trial, which opened Tuesday, is expected to last about a month.

The defense attorney was considerate of the needs of the defendants, who had been under constant surveillance by the FBI, and Berrigan said the early verdict might be the only way to get the case ended.

Propose more fee controls

By GEN VANLEEUWEN

Iowa State University will soon visit a request for a special fee to be levied on the students of the institution of a yearbook, according to a University of Missouri-Washington, D.C. Vandalism fund that has been established in the state of Oregon.

New ISA director takes over May 1

Iowa State University's (ISA) has hired a new general manager, Richard R. Chertock, who will begin his duties on June 1 and succeed current director, Berrigan. Berrigan, who served as director of the ISA from 1971 to 1974, has been replaced by a new director, who will begin his duties on June 1.

Gifts included two bird books?

The Iowa Student University will accept gifts to the university, according to a statement by the university's president, William J. Foley, director of the board.

The board of directors had been considering the idea of accepting gifts to the university, but had not come to a decision on the matter. The board's proposal was tabled at a recent meeting, and the matter will be discussed again at a future meeting.
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Panel reverses decision, ok's nuclear power plant

Dr. King remembered

The editorial of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. was one of the most influential speeches in the civil rights movement. King's powerful words and passionate plea for equality and justice continue to inspire people around the world.

FREEDOM MARCH planned to aid variety of projects

The Freedom March, led by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., was a significant event in the civil rights movement. It aimed to bring attention to various projects and organizations that were working towards achieving equality and justice.

UI J-school director says he wants to quit

The news of a J-school director's resignation can have a significant impact on the journalism community. It is important to understand the reasons behind the decision and how it may affect the school and its students.

S.S.S.S. Sale

The S.S.S.S. Sale is an annual event where you can save up to 30% on a variety of products. Whether you're looking for stretch boots or Easter special items, this sale has something for everyone.

DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS!

DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIEDS is a popular classified ad service in Iowa. They offer a wide range of services, including job listings, real estate, and classified ads, to help people connect with each other.

THE STEREO SHOP

THE STEREO SHOP is a well-known electronics store in Iowa. They offer a wide range of tools and stereo equipment, including tools like Sansui and various Other Tools. The image also contains a table listing prices for different products, ranging from $179 to $399.

CLOSED TODAY

CLOSED TODAY is a notice that indicates the store or facility is not open for business. This could be due to various reasons, such as holidays or maintenance work.
Electronic war

WASHINGTON D.C. (AP) - Electronic warfare - the ability to jam an enemy's communications or fool his radar sensors - has already been in use for nearly two years by the U.S. Air Force.

The Pentagon has purchased tens of thousands of these mini-bugging devices, which can be dropped from special aircraft or attached to fighting vehicles, and which can be used to jam communication receivers, disrupt enemy command and control systems, and even to trick a radar-guided missile into a useless course.

These mini-bugging devices are dropped on a TV screen, and the image is not just the result of a very brief interference with the image. The result is a very high-priced petroleum

Just because the effect of drug use...
Opinion survey shows Muskie is top pick of college students

While Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn., is considered the frontrunner for the Democratic presidential nomination, an opinion survey of college students shows Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, is the student's top choice.

The survey was conducted by the University of Iowa based polling firm, Drewry's Public Opinion Panel, which interviewed 300 students at 14 universities. Although they prefer Humphrey, the students' second choice is Muskie, followed by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, D-Wash.

Here is a question posed and percentage of college students responding to the poll:

"Which of the following candidates would you like to see selected as the Democratic nominee for the 1972 presidential election?"

Muskie: 35.0 percent
Humphrey: 27.0 percent
Magnuson: 16.0 percent
McGovern: 8.0 percent
Stevenson: 4.0 percent
Brooks: 2.0 percent

"What is your level of support for the Iowa muckraker's presidential bid?"

Strongly support: 14.0 percent
Support: 25.0 percent
Undecided: 44.0 percent
Oppose: 17.0 percent

Muskie, a former governor of the state of Maine, is currently a U.S. senator from Maine and is the first Maine Democrat to be elected to the Senate since 1929.

In addition to the survey, the poll also included a series of questions regarding the students' views on a number of issues, including foreign policy, economics, and the environment.

The survey was conducted by telephone and was completed by students at the following universities:

University of Iowa, University of Wisconsin, University of Illinois, University of Minnesota, University of Michigan, University of Notre Dame, University of North Carolina, University of Southern California, University of Texas, University of Wisconsin-Madison, University of Washington, and University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

The survey was conducted by Drewry's Public Opinion Panel, a market research firm based in Iowa City, Iowa. The firm has conducted a number of surveys for various clients, including the University of Iowa, and is known for its accuracy and reliability.

The survey was conducted in late February and early March of 1972, and the results were released to the media on April 3.

Refocus '72: Directions in Imagery

This is a call for applications for positions in the art department at the University of Iowa. The positions are open to students and professionals in the field of imaging.

There are three positions available:

1. Visual Arts Editor, responsible for the production of the art section of the newspaper. This position requires experience in visual arts and understanding of the role of the arts in society.

2. Arts Editor, responsible for the production of the arts section of the newspaper. This position requires experience in arts and understanding of the role of the arts in society.

3. Editorial Assistant, responsible for the production of the art section of the newspaper. This position requires experience in arts and understanding of the role of the arts in society.

Applications should be submitted to the University of Iowa Art Department by May 15th. The positions will begin in the fall of 1972.
Reject Miller proposal

CINCINNATI (AP) — Baseball owners, hoping to avoid a protracted strike this season, have offered a proposal Monday that would allow players to strike major league baseball for $1 million a day. The owners, led by Miller, have been negotiating in an effort to reach a settlement by the owners meeting Tuesday.

The proposal, which Miller said would not cost the owners more than $1 million a day, was rejected by the players association. The owners then offered a new proposal that would allow players to strike major league baseball for $1 million a day, but the players association rejected it.

The owners have now put forward a proposal that would allow players to strike major league baseball for $1 million a day. The players association has rejected the proposal.

The owners are now trying to reach a settlement by the owners meeting Tuesday. The players association has rejected the proposal.

Most teams ever to play IM softball

by ROY DENHEVE

Daily Iowa Sportswriter

The number of softball teams in the recreation league has increased significantly in recent years. In 1973, there were 25 slowpitch teams, but for the first time ever, 100 slowpitch teams will be playing this spring. The league has been expanded to include teams from all over the state. This is the first year in which a slowpitch team has been able to travel outside the state to compete.

The league expanded to include teams from all over the state. This is the first year in which a slowpitch team has been able to travel outside the state to compete.

The league expanded to include teams from all over the state. This is the first year in which a slowpitch team has been able to travel outside the state to compete.
He's UI's top sports fan
Carver's dedication sets example

By KATHY GILLIOTT

Iowa Daily Sports Editor

Many of you have noticed me semizing with a little more interest in the Hawkeyes as the basketball season began. That's because my interest in sports was not always focused on the Hawkeyes. In high school, I was a football and basketball player, but my true love was baseball. Playing on the varsity baseball team for the Carver High School Hawks, I was named to the All-Region team and was a member of the state championship team in 1969.

That's not to say that my love for the Hawkeyes is any less. In fact, I've found that my passion for sports has only grown stronger over the years. Whether it's watching the Hawkeyes play basketball or football, I'm always on the edge of my seat, cheering them on to victory. And when they win, I feel like I'm part of the team, sharing in their success.

Carver has indicated he would help finance such a project but he is not in a hurry to make a decision. "I don't want to rush into anything," he said. "We need to make sure we do it right."
Eye on Iowa

Shortly before he left Iowa City, former University of Iowa grad student Lloyd Quible constructed his latest sculpture piece entitled "Eye ball." Quible had originally planned to make the piece as a gift to his wife, but due to his appreciation, he decided that the fish in the river would be more appreciative of this radical new art form. Quible calls "Concert Poetry," Quible also visits Los Angeles monthly to exhibit his art. Quible is the latest of many Iowa artists we have met in today's personal column. — Photo by Joe Campbell

Service, Variety...Convenience...That's OSCO!

Barness-Hind Cleaning & Sealing Satisfaction FREE CARRYING CASE 4 OZ. Reg. $1.70 $1.49 BONUS PHOTO

Polaroid Big Shot Camera Reg. $298.88

$15.88

Polaroid Square Shooter Camera

Reg. $9.99
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Save $6.66

on the purchase of this Polaroid Camera
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E.L.-AL PANTY HOSE
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SAVE NOW

66c

MARSH SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT

U.S. No.

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, New York, N.Y. Its Home Office in New York, N.Y. 10038

For a free 16" x 20" poster of this advertisement, write: The Equitable, Dept. D, O.P.O. Box 1111, New York, N.Y. 10001
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SURVIVAL LINE
353-6210

Survival Line answers your questions, calls red taps, investigates your tips and all sorts of good things like that each day. Our second program, "The Daily Diamond," is from 12:30 to 1:00. Our third program, "The Daily V.I.P. Soft," is from 2:30 to 3:00. Our final program, "The Daily" (newly approved), is from 3:00 to 3:30. If you want to talk to someone, please call our Student Ticket Office, phone 353-6210.

MOUNTAIN MAN
By DENNIS MARK
For The Daily
SAW
Believe me, I'm just a tenderfoot
riding a don't care no more. I been
four years in the service of the
surplus. In four years, you have
seen all small-town service.
If you want the best, you need to
see all small-town service. The
concrete listed below are
unbearable. I am a man of
small-town service.

Mason City
James Gang, 7 p.m., April 30; P.O. Box 830, Mason City, Iowa 50401.

Richie Havens, U's A Beautiful Day, 7:30 p.m., April 21, Madison-Union, tickets $3.50-$4.50.-

Osaka
According to Swiss newspapers, all small-town service is demanded by the Basel Symphony. Change and people
independent newspapers are likely to
see.Sold at $5.50, at door.

Rud McDonald, 8 p.m., April 30, Civic Auditorium.

Steve Cropper, 8 p.m., April 30, Student Union, tickets $5.50 at door.

B.B. King, 8 p.m., April 30, Metropolitan Sports Center.

Blind Pig, 8 p.m., April 30, Student Union, tickets $5.50 at door.

Forrest Goodwin, 8 p.m., April 30, Student Union, tickets $5.50 at door.

Charley Crockett, 8 p.m., April 30, Student Union, tickets $5.50 at door.

Kenny Loggins, 8 p.m., April 30, Student Union, tickets $5.50 at door.

Dave Brubeck, 8 p.m., April 30, Student Union, tickets $5.50 at door.

Steve Stills, 8 p.m., April 30, Student Union, tickets $5.50 at door.

Keith, 8 p.m., April 30, Student Union, tickets $5.50 at door.
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